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Appendix

A. List of movies

1. Mega-mind (2010)
2. Toy Story 3 (2010)
3. Rush hour 3 (2010)
4. Harry Potter and the deathly Hallows Part 1 (2010)
5. The chronicles of Narnia (2010)
6. Resident Evil: Afterlife (2010)
7. Avatar (2009)
8. The fighter (2010)
9. The pirates of Caribbean: Dead men’s chest (2006)
10. Toy story 2 (1999)
11. Kung Fu Panda 2 (2011)
12. Thor (2011)
13. Source Code (2011)
14. Aladdin (2011)
15. Cars 2 (2011)

B. Three vocabulary assessments

Test 1

Part 1: 選出最佳的字並寫出劃線部分的中文意思

1.Beijing-Shanghai -speed train has a total length of 1462 kilometers. It
takes only five hours to travel from Beijing to Shanghai.
1)high 2) fast 3) quick 4) large
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中文:

2.The olympic games (奧運) place in Beijing in 2008. It will be held in Lon-
don in 2012.
1)held 2) made 3) found 4) took
中文:

3. Doraemon (小叮噹) is a popular cartoon in Japan. It is a cat which is
afraid of mice.
1) people 2) robots 3) characters 4) videos
中文:

4. My dad just came back from the USA yesterday. He could not sleep. I guess
he still has the line(1,0)30 lag.
1)plane 2) airplane 3) jet 4) shuttle
中文:

5. Due to the global warming (溫室效應), the climate may influence Earth
a lot.
1)weather 2) change 3) alter 4) fall
中文:

6. I was late for class for one hour. There was traffic on my way to school.
1) large 2) lots 3) much 4) heavy
中文:

7. John’s dog away last night. His dog was hit by a car on the street. John
was not able to eat or sleep.
1) left 2) dyed 3) slept 4) passed
中文:

8. Many teenagers have drinking. Their parents are worried whether it will
cause any problems.
1) large 2) lots 3) much 4) heavy
中文:

9. I did not sleep well last night. I could not attention to the lecture (上課
內容) for a whole day.
1) make 2) take 3) pay 4) pick
中文:
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10.I heard the news of Lady Gaga for more than ten times on TV today. I am so
fed up it. I do not want to hear it anymore.
1) with 2) on 3) upon 4) in
中文:

Part 2: 寫出最佳的介系詞或副詞並寫出劃線部分的中文意思

1.Cathy has suffered the heart attack (心臟病) for many years. She never
feels happy after having the heart attack.
中文:

2.Many people believe that smoking leads lung cancer (肺癌) while some
don’t.
中文:

3. I should have left my home earlier to take the bus. I just missed the last
bus to the airport.
中文:

4. I do not like Chinese class or the Chinese teacher. I usually fall during
the Chinese class.
中文:

5. He was very surprised being the only winner of the lottery (彩券) worth
10 million NT dollars.
中文:

6. She got the first prize in the first exam. She was so proud herself.
中文:

7. Grace and Gloria are twins, but they are very different each other.
中文:

8. I was so shocked to hear her death.
中文:

9. According the weather forecast (氣象預報), there will be a super ty-
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phoon landing in Taipei. We had better not go out tomorrow.
中文:

10. Parents are not aware the problem that they spend less and less time
with their kids.
中文:

Part 3 請選出下列字義和其他三者不同的字 並寫出指定單字的中文意思

1.
1) actually
2) recently
3) truly
4) really
truly:

2.
1) result
2) effect
3) impact
4) constant
result:

3.
1) slim
2) little
3) small
4) tiny
slim:

4.
1) fear
2) certain
3) sure
4) clear
clear:

5.
1) concept
2) view
3) mass
4) idea
mass:

6.
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1) variety
2) kind
3) type
4) transport
kind:

7.
1) tempt
2) struggle
3) try
4) attempt
attempt:

8.
1) hold
2) push
3) control
4) handle
control:

9.
1) soft
2) tired
3) hard
4) weak
hard:

10.
1) wish
2) call
3) request
4) refund
request:

Part 4 請寫出單字的中文意思以及英文同義字
1. very
2. to start
3. to happen
4. to open
5. to fall
6. to wish
7. opinion
8. directly
9. to emphasize
10. useful
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Test 2

Part 1: 選出最佳的字並寫出劃線部分的中文意思

1. Peter had high blood . He started to control his weight and diet.
1) press 2) water 3) pressure 4) push
中文:

2. Due to low birth rate (出生率), there are fewer and fewer new- babies
every year in Taiwan.
1) born 2) bore 3) coming 4) come
中文:

3. In to 70% discount (折扣), the department stores also give 500 NT dol-
lars if you purchase 5000 NT dollars per day.
1) order 2) addition 3) more 4) add
中文:

4. Parents always do not think smoking is good kids while some parents
themselves still smoke.
1) for 2) in 3) at 4) about
中文:

5. Salad itself is not fat at all. The salad is of high calories (卡路里).
1) sauce 2) dressing 3) sweet 4) mixture
中文:

6. Women in Saudi Arabia (沙烏地阿拉伯) cannot drive alone. I think this is
against the human .
1) respect 2) help 3) power 4) rights
中文:

7. Many people do not want to keep their dogs and dump (丟棄) their dogs on
the streets. These dogs become poor dogs.
1) road 2) street 3) stray 4) straight
中文:

8. As as I got your package (包裹), I would send it to you.
1) soon 2) fast 3) quick 4) much
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中文:

9. It is very hot and stuffy (悶) in Taiwan, especially in summer. People always
love to turn on the air- for a whole day.
1) machine 2) refreshing 3) conditioning 4) fan
中文:

10. Taiwanese national is composed of (組成) three colors: red, blue and
white with twelve stars representing twelve spirits of Taiwan.
1) piece 2) cloth 3) flag 4) country
中文:

Part 2: 寫出最佳的單字並寫出劃線部分的中文意思
1. Taiwan r (verb) a lot of money for helping Japan recover from (恢復)
tsunami.
中文:

2. Eiffel Tower (艾菲爾鐵塔) is a famous t (noun) attraction in Paris.
中文:

3. Parents should spend more time communicating (preposition) their kids
or they may never know what their kids think about.
中文:

4. I am not very interested (preposition) sports. I don’t like basketball or
baseball.
中文:

5. He is worried his final exam, because he does not read for the whole
semester (學期).
中文:

6. I was rushing to the famous bakery to buy the popular cheese cake, but it was
sold (preposition) while I arrived there. What a pity!
中文:

7. I do not think it is a good idea to stay late (preposition) for tomorrow’s
exam. You should just go to bed earlier.
中文:
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8. When I woke (preposition) from my bed this morning, I realized that it
was already 11:30 pm. I was of course late for work.
中文:

9.Jolin Tsai is a successful singer. (preposition) top of that, she is also
a very successful businesswoman. She has her own brand (品牌) of clothes. 中
文:

10. Too much emphasis on (關注) famous people’s life results (preposition)
lots of boring news on TV. 中文:

Part 3 請選出下列字義和其他三者不同的字 並寫出指定單字的中文意思
1.
1) consider
2) think
3) judge
4) figure
judge:

2.
1) suggest
2) require
3) hint
4) indicate
hint:

3.
1) place
2) ground
3) area
4) field
ground:

4.
1) sure
2) certain
3) thrill
4) clear
certain:

5.
1) consumer
2) customer
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3) clerk
4) client
client:

6.
1) focus
2) amend
3) join
4) attend
focus:

7.
1) gently
2) slowly
3) gradually
4) significantly
significantly:

8.
1) refine
2) deny
3) decline
4) refuse
deny:

9.
1) choice
2) bid
3) change
4) alternative
bid:

10.
1) doubt
2) guess
3) respect
4) suspect
doubt:

Part 4 請寫出單字的中文意思以及英文同義字
1. good
2. problem
3. large
4. to change
5. tough
6. instead
7. eventually
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8. immediately
9. merely
10. to reject

Test 3

Part 1: 選出最佳的字並寫出劃線部分的中文意思
1. ”High school Music” is a popular American TV in Taiwan.
1) operas 2) movies 3) series 4) parts
中文:

2. Human damage (破壞) the Earth. They never think of the consequences
(結果) they may have in the future.
1) beings 2) people 3) creatures 4) animals
中文:

3. Jay (周杰倫) is a well- singer in Asia. His songs are played in almost all
the shops!
1) know 2) known 3) knew 4) knows
中文:

4. ”Google” is a very useful search . We can find everything from it.
1) web 2) site 3) motor 4) engine
中文:

5. Jason was broken-hearted, because he was dumped (拋棄) by his girl friend.
He needed some time to recover (恢復) from the break- .
1) in 2) up 3) on 4) into
中文:

6. He is trying very hard to convince (說服) me, but I do not think what he says
is any sense.
1) making 2) doing 3) taking 4) running
中文:

7. The speed is 100 kilometers (公里) per hour on the high way (高速公
路). You have to watch out!
1) restrict 2) limit 3) maximum 4) minimum
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中文:

8. His grandfather is now very sick and cannot live alone. He needs someone to
)after him.

1) care 2) watch 3) help 4) look
中文:

9. I finally finish my final exam. I no have to worry about that!
1) need 2) anymore 3) longer 4) more
中文:

10. The heart results in the death of part of a heart muscle (心肌).
1)attack 2) fight 3) disease 4) sick
中文:

Part 2: 寫出最佳的介系詞或副詞並寫出劃線部分的中文意思
1. We should not waste the food. Many people in Africa (非洲) suffer (preposition)
the hunger (飢餓)!
中文:

2. Josh never focuses (preposition) the lectures (講課內容) so he got very
low grades in the exam.
中文:

3. There is a traffic jam now. The road is full (preposition) vehicles (交通
工具).
中文:

4. Taiwan is famous (preposition) its night market, its delicious food and
its beautiful scenery (景色).
中文:

5. Jack always like to say how good he is at speaking English. (preposition)
fact, he can only speak simple words.
中文:

6. Grace decides to dump her boy friend, because she feels that her boy friend
always only cares (preposition) himself.
中文:
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7. Although Jimmy and Steve are twins (雙胞胎), they are not similar (preposition)
each other.
中文:

8. Few people escaped (preposition) the village(村莊) because the village
was on fire. We felt sad for that!
中文:

9. Cheese is popular (preposition) the Europeans (歐洲人) and Americans
but not the Asians (亞洲人).
中文:

10. Nowadays, teenagers are not attracted (preposition) reading books.
They play video games or watch movies in their leisure time (休閒時間).
中文:

Part 3 請選出下列字義和其他三者不同的字 並寫出指定單字的中文意思
1.
1) see
2) look
3) show
4) appear
show:

2.
1) stay
2) continue
3) sustain
4) remain
remain:

3.
1) difficult
2) tough
3) rough
4) hard
hard:

4.
1) recent
2) new
3) modern
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4) popular
modern:

5.
1) great
2) cool
3) wonderful
4) perfect
perfect:

6.
1) finally
2) firmly
3) fully
4) completely
fully:

7.
1) solution
2) answer
3) result
4) pinpoint
solution:

8.
1) add
2) obtain
3) attain
4) gain
add:

9.
1) always
2) constantly
3) freely
4) forever
forever:

10.
1) consist
2) allow
3) let
4) permit
allow:

Part 4 請寫出單字的中文意思以及英文同義字
1. child
2. every
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3. bring
4. low
5. to cause
6. interesting
7. global
8. income
9. mass
10. unfortunately
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C: TOEFL writing topics

1. People attend college or university for many different reasons (for example, new
experiences, career preparation, increased knowledge). Why do you think people
attend college or university? Use specific reasons and examples to support your
answer.
2. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Parents are the best
teachers. Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
3. Nowadays, food has become easier to prepare. Has this change improved the
way people live? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
4. If you could change one important thing about your hometown, what would
you change? Use reasons and specific examples to support your answer.
5. How do movies or television influence people’s behavior? Use reasons and spe-
cific examples to support your answer.
6. Some people think that they can learn better by themselves than with a teacher.
Others think that it is always better to have a teacher. Which do you prefer? Use
specific reasons to develop your essay.
7. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Television, newspapers,
magazines, and other media pay too much attention to the personal lives of famous
people such as public figures and celebrities. Use specific reasons and details to
explain your opinion.
8. Some people believe that the Earth is being harmed (damaged) by human
activity. Others feel that human activity makes the Earth a better place to live.
What is your opinion? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
9. Is it better to enjoy your money when you earn it or is it better to save your
money for some time in the future? Use specific reasons and examples to support
your opinion.
10. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? With the help of tech-
nology, students nowadays can learn more information and learn it more quickly.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
11. Some people like to travel with a companion. Other people prefer to travel
alone. Which do you prefer? Use specific reasons and examples to support your
choice.
12. Some people prefer to get up early in the morning and start the day’s work.
Others prefer to get up later in the day and work until late at night. Which do
you prefer? Use specific reasons and examples to support your choice.
13. What are the important qualities of a good son or daughter? Have these
qualities changed or remained the same over time in your culture? Use specific
reasons and examples to support your answer.
14. People work because they need money to live. What are some other reasons
that people work? Discuss one or more of these reasons. Use specific examples
and details to support your answer.
15. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Face-to-face commu-
nication is better than other types of communication, such as letters, email, or
telephone calls. Use specific reasons and details to support your answer.
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16. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? One should never
judge a person by external appearances. Use specific reasons and details to sup-
port your answer.
17. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? A person should never
make an important decision alone. Use specific reasons and examples to support
your answer.
18. What do you want most in a friend — someone who is intelligent, or someone
who has a sense of humor, or someone who is reliable? Which one of these charac-
teristics is most important to you? Use reasons and specific examples to explain
your choice.
19. Many teachers assign homework to students every day. Do you think that
daily homework is necessary for students? Use specific reasons and details to sup-
port your answer.
20. Which would you choose: a high-paying job with long hours that would give
you little time with family and friends or a lower-paying job with shorter hours
that would give you more time with family and friends? Explain your choice, using
specific reasons and details.
21. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Grades (marks) en-
courage students to learn. Use specific reasons and examples to support your
opinion.
22. Some people say that computers have made life easier and more convenient.
Other people say that computers have made life more complex and stressful. What
is your opinion? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
23. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Children should begin
learning a foreign language as soon as they start school. Use specific reasons and
examples to support your position.
24. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Boys and girls should
attend separate schools. Use specific reasons and examples to support your an-
swer.
25. Your city has decided to build a statue or monument to honor a famous person
in your country. Who would you choose? Use reasons and specific examples to
support your choice.
26. Describe a custom from your country that you would like people from other
countries to adopt. Explain your choice, using specific reasons and examples.
27. Many students have to live with roommates while going to school or univer-
sity. What are some of the important qualities of a good roommate? Use specific
reasons and examples to explain why these qualities are important.
28. People have different ways of escaping the stress and difficulties of modern
life. Some read; some exercise; others work in their gardens. What do you think
are the best ways of reducing stress? Use specific details and examples in your
answer.
29. Schools should ask students to evaluate their teachers. Do you agree or dis-
agree? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
30. When people move to another country, some of them decide to follow the
customs of the new country. Others prefer to keep their own customs. Compare
these twochoices. Which one do you prefer? Support your answer with specific
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details.
31. Some people prefer to spend most of their time alone. Others like to be with
friends most of the time. Do you prefer to spend your time alone or with friends?
Use specific reasons to support your answer.
32. Some people choose friends who are different from themselves. Others choose
friends who are similar to themselves. Compare the advantages of having friends
who are different from you with the advantages of having friends who are similar
to you. Which kind of friend do you prefer for yourself? Why?
33. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? People behave dif-
ferently when they wear different clothes. Do you agree that different clothes
influence the way people behave? Use specific examples to support your answer.
34. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? People should read
only those books that are about real events, real people, and established facts.
Use specific reasons and details to support your opinion.
35. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It is more important
for students to study history and literature than it is for them to study science
and mathematics. Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion.
36. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? There is nothing that
young people can teach older people. Use specific reasons and examples to support
your position.
37. Some people say that physical exercise should be a required part of every
school day. Other people believe that students should spend the whole school day
on academic studies. Which opinion do you agree with? Use specific reasons and
details to support your answer.
38. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Only people who earn
a lot of money are successful. Use specific reasons and examples to support your
answer.
39. If you could invent something new, what product would you develop? Use
specific details to explain why this invention is needed.
40. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Children should be
required to help with household tasks as soon as they are able to do so. Use spe-
cific reasons and examples to support your answer.
41. Some high schools require all students to wear school uniforms. Other high
schools permit students to decide what to wear to school. Which of these two
school policies do you think is better? Use specific reasons and examples to sup-
port your opinion.
42. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It is better to be a
member of a group than to be the leader of a group. Use specific reasons and
examples to support your answer.
43. Some items (such as clothes or furniture) can be made by hand or by machine.
Which do you prefer — items made by hand or items made by machine? Use
reasons and specific examples to explain your choice.
44. Some people believe that students should be given one long vacation each year.
Others believe that students should have several short vacations throughout the
year. Which viewpoint do you agree with? Use specific reasons and examples to
support your choice.
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45. Would you prefer to live in a traditional house or in a modern apartment
building? Use specific reasons and details to support your choice.
46. Some people say that advertising encourages us to buy things we really do
not need. Others say that advertisements tell us about new products that may
improve our lives. Which viewpoint do you agree with? Use specific reasons and
examples to support your answer.
47. Your school has received a gift of money. What do you think is the best way
for your school to spend this money? Use specific reasons and details to support
your choice.
48. Imagine that you have received some land to use as you wish. How would you
use this land? Use specific details to explain your answer.
49. Many parts of the world are losing important natural resources, such as forests,
animals, or clean water. Choose one resource that is disappearing and explain why
it needs to be saved. Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion.
50. In some countries, people are no longer allowed to smoke in many public places
and office buildings. Do you think this is a good rule or a bad rule? Use specific
reasons and details to support your position.
51. You have the opportunity to visit a foreign country for two weeks. Which
country would you like to visit? Use specific reasons and details to explain your
choice.
52. When famous people such as actors, athletes and rock stars give their opinions,
many people listen. Do you think we should pay attention to these opinions? Use
specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
53. When people need to complain about a product or poor service, some prefer
to complain in writing and others prefer to complain in person. Which way do
you prefer? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
54. People remember special gifts or presents that they have received. Why? Use
specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
55. Some famous athletes and entertainers earn millions of dollars every year.
Do you think these people deserve such high salaries? Use specific reasons and
examples to support your opinion.
56. Is the ability to read and write more important today than in the past? Why
or why not? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
57. People do many different things to stay healthy. What do you do for good
health? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
58. People recognize a difference between children and adults. What events (expe-
riences or ceremonies) make a person an adult? Use specific reasons and examples
to explain your answer.
59. Many students choose to attend schools or universities outside their home
countries. Why do some students study abroad? Use specific reasons and details
to explain your answer.
60. People listen to music for different reasons and at different times. Why is
music important to many people? Use specific reasons and examples to support
your choice.
61. Imagine that you are preparing for a trip. You plan to be away from your
home for a year. In addition to clothing and personal care items, you can take one
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additional thing.
What would you take and why? Use specific reasons and details to support your
choice. 62. When students move to a new school, they sometimes face problems.
How can schools help these students with their problems? Use specific reasons and
examples to explain your answer.
63. It is sometimes said that borrowing money from a friend can harm or damage
the friendship. Do you agree? Why or why not? Use reasons and specific examples
to explain your answer.
64. Every generation of people is different in important ways. How is your gener-
ation different from your parents’ generation? Use specific reasons and examples
to explain your answer.
65. Some students like classes where teachers lecture (do all of the talking) in
class. Other students prefer classes where the students do some of the talking.
Which type of class do you prefer? Give specific reasons and details to support
your choice.
66. Holidays honor people or events. If you could create a new holiday, what
person or event would it honor and how would you want people to celebrate it?
Use specific reasons and details to support your answer.
67. A friend of yours has received some money and plans to use all of it either
(1) to go on vacation or (2) to buy a car. Your friend has asked you for advice.
Compare your friend’s two choices and explain which one you think your friend
should choose. Use specific reasons and details to support your choice.
68. What are some of the qualities of a good parent? Use specific details and
examples to explain your answer.
69. Movies are popular all over the world. Explain why movies are so popular.
Use reasons and specific examples to support your answer.
70. In your country, is there more need for land to be left in its natural condition
or is there more need for land to be developed for housing and industry? Use
specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
71. Many people have a close relationship with their pets. These people treat
their birds, cats, or other animals as members of their family. In your opinion, are
such relationships good? Why or why not? Use specific reasons and examples to
support your answer.
72. Films can tell us a lot about the country where they were made. What have
you learned about a country from watching its movies? Use specific examples and
details to support your response.
73. Some students prefer to study alone. Others prefer to study with a group
of students. Which do you prefer? Use specific reasons and examples to support
your answer.
74. You have enough money to purchase either a house or a business. Which
would you choose to buy? Give specific reasons to explain your choice.
75. It has been said, ”Not everything that is learned is contained in books.” Com-
pare and contrast knowledge gained from experience with knowledge gained from
books. In your opinion, which source is more important? Why?
76. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Television has de-
stroyed communication among friends and family. Use specific reasons and exam-
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ples to support your opinion.
77. Some people prefer to live in a small town. Others prefer to live in a big
city. Which place would you prefer to live in? Use specific reasons and details to
support your answer.
78. ”When people succeed, it is because of hard work. Luck has nothing to do
with success.” Do you agree or disagree with the quotation above? Use specific
reasons and examples to explain your position.
79. Some people prefer to eat at food stands or restaurants. Other people prefer
to prepare and eat food at home. Which do you prefer? Use specific reasons and
examples to support your answer.
80. Neighbors are the people who live near us. In your opinion, what are the
qualities of a good neighbor? Use specific details and examples in your answer.

D: TOEFL Speaking Topics

1. Describe a book that you believe is the most useful to you. How did you get to
know this book? What is this book about? What did you learn from the book?
To whom will you introduce the book?
2. Which of the following statements do you agree with? Some believe that TV
programs have a positive influence on modern society. Others, however, think
that the influence of TV programs is negative. What TV programs have positive
influence? Why? What TV programs have negative influence? Why?
3. Describe the most important decision that you have made in your life. Why
was it important to you? How did you make the decision? How did it change your
life?
4. Some people believe that the high school should teach music and art as other
basic science. Some people think that providing music and art education for high
school students is not necessary. What is your opinion? What is good for students
to learn it? What is bad for students to learn it?
5. What do you do in your spare time? Please include specific details: When,
How, Why, and Where.
6. Some people think that it’s necessary to prohibit people from using msn or
facebook in some places. Others believe that it’s inconvenient if phone calls are
forbidden in some places. Which opinion do you prefer?
7. Describe a celebration or moment which has made a deep impression on you
such as proposing to your wife or knowing that she is pregnant. When? Where?
How did you feel? What did you do?
8. Does newspaper influence you? Does TV influence you? Do teachers influence
you? Which of the following acts have more influence on you, newspaper, TV, or
teachers?
9. Describe a festival in your culture. When is the festival? Where does it take
place? What do people usually do?
10. Should the government assist to build museum and theater? Why? What can
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people benefit from it? What can government benefit from it?
11. Describe a place that you like best in your city. Where is it? How can we
reach that place? What can we do there? Who do you suggest visiting that place?
12. When you are together with your friends, which place would you like to go?
Where is it? How can we reach that place? What can we do there? Who do you
suggest visiting that place?
13. Do you like to eat at home or at the restaurant when you hang out with your
friends, when you are only with your wife, and when you are with your parents?
14. Describe two restaurants you visit frequently. Where is it? What kind of food
do they offer? Who do you always go there with?
15. Some students prefer to choose universities located in big cities. Others would
like to study in universities located in small towns. What are the pros and cons
of choosing universities in big cities and small cities?
16. Do you like to read novels? Do you like to read magazines? Do you like to
read newspaper? Which one do you like best?
17. Some students tend to live alone, while others may want to share their rooms
with their roommates. If you want to send your kids to study abroad, which one
will you choose for him or her? Why?
18. When you are together with your friends, which place do you prefer to eat,
the restaurant, café or at home? Why?
19. Some believe that facebook and gmail have improved our lives while others
think facebook and gmail have caused a variety of problems. What do you think?
20. Describe the characteristics of a good boss in terms of personality, salary, and
working flexibility.
21. Some people prefer to work in the offices. Others would like to take the work
at home. Which one do you prefer? Why?
22. Who is the person you hate the most? Why? How did the hatred occur? Do
you want to solve it?
23. Some people believe that higher education is for all students. Other people
believe that higher education is only suitable for certain students. Do you think
government should have everyone become university graduates? How does it in-
fluence the working environment?
24. Parents should restrict the hours of watching TV and surfing the internet of
their kids. What would you do to your kids? To what extent are you willing to
give freedom to your kids?
25. Describe the most efficient transportation in your country. Bike? MRT? Bus?
Taxi? Car? Why?
26. Describe one of the most important inventions in recent 100 years. When was
it created? Who created it? How did it influence our life?
27. Do you think people should have high education degree to be successful in
career? Give one example for agreement and disagreement.
28. How many good friends do you have? How did you know them? Why did you
come good friends?
29. We have to recycle plastic bottles, waste paper, and battery. Do you think it
is necessary to recycle three of them? Do you like to recycle them?
30. Are you usually a leader or a follower in a group? How do you define yourself
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in a group? If there is any disagreement, how do you do?
31. Which one is better for learning? Internet or text book? Which one do you
usually use? How do you use it?
32. What influence do you think TV, newspaper and radio have influence on in-
dividuals? What influence do you think your relatives and friends influence on
individuals? Which one is more influential?
33. If you get a chance to choose a job, what will you do? What’s your reason for
choosing this job?
34. Would you like to take a long vacation or several short vacations in a year? If
you can take a vacation, where do you want to go? What is the reason for going
on a vacation?
35. What do you think are the characteristics of a good parent? List out three of
them.
36. Do you prefer to work alone on work with a group? In your company, which
one is better? Which one do you think is more effective?
37. Everyone has a goal to fulfill. What’s your goal? Explain how and why do
you want to fulfill this goal?
38. Describe one of your challenging experiences. When did it happen? Where
did it take place? What happened?
39. Some students would choose to study a subject because it brings plenty of
job opportunities. Instead, others would choose to study a subject which really
interests them, although it probably does not sell well in the job market. Which
opinion do you agree with?
40. Which is your favorite type of movie: action, drama, or others? Give one
example of the movie you think is the best.
41. Choose three of your favorite methods to relax and explain why they are your
favorite. 42. Describe three requirements of a good employee and explain why.
43. Describe the happiest even in your childhood. When did it happen? Where
did it take place? What happened?
44. Describe a school that you have attended. What is that school? Who did you
meet at that school? What was your life like?
45. Some companies would like to offer their employees a double pay for not taking
their vacation. Do you agree? Will you do it? What do you think most of the
people may choose?
46. Everyone has to leave home sometimes. What do you miss most when you are
away from home? What kind of food? What place? What activities?
47. Some people believe that we should help those in an emergency. Others think
that we should first make clear of the situation, then decide whether to assist or
not. What’s your opinion? Could you give two examples of how you make this
kind of decision?
48. Describe a special opportunity given to you. Why is this opportunity so spe-
cial to you?
49. Describe three requirements of a good doctor. You can also share your expe-
rience of seeing a doctor.
50. Do you usually tell the truth? Or do you lie for some reasons? When do you
think we should tell the truth? When do you think we should tell a lie?
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51. What do you think is the most valuable thing in the world? Time? Life?
Money? Love?
52. Some people tend to judge a person on the basis of first observation. Some
people believe it takes a long time to know a person well. What are the pros and
cons of each judgement?
53. What kind of apartment would you choose for retire life? Please describe how
it may look in detail.
54. If you unexpectedly receive a large amount of money, what will you do with
it? Would you spend it for practical purposes or simply for fun? List out three
things you would like to do after having a large amount of money.
55. What do you think the students should do in their vocations? Should they
study more? Should they go out more often?
56. Describe an embarrassing event in your childhood. Why do you think it was
embarrassing?
57. When communicating with your friends and families, you can rely on letters,
email or telephone calls. Which method of communicating do you think is better
and why?
58. What is your best time in a year? In spring, summer, autumn, or winter?
One should live a relaxed life instead of always hurrying. Do you agree or disagree
which the above statement?
60. Describe two of your favorite sports and one sport you hate most.
61. When traveling, some people prefer to reach the destination directly. Some
others prefer to stop and look around the scenery along the way. What kind of
way of traveling do you think is better and why? How are you planning to travel
in South France?
62. Describe three requirements of a good kindergarten.
63. Some believe that a city should keep its old buildings. Others think some
new buildings are needed to replace the old buildings. In which area do you think
should be renovated in Taiwan? In which area do you think should be kept in its
original features in Taiwan?
64. In case of problems, some prefer to get advice from family and friends. Others
prefer to learn through personal experience. What about you? What lesson should
be learned from family? What lesson should be learned from personal experience.
65. Do you agree or disagree: Students should wear uniform in school? Give
answers to kids in the kindergarten, in the elementary school, in the junior high
school, and in high school.
66. Some people prefer to meet new friends from internet; some prefer to meet
friends from other friends. Which one is better? What about yourself?
67. If you do not like someone in a group, what actions do you take? List out
three things you may do to her or him.
68. Do you think university students perform better than other students in your
company? If yes, in which aspect? If not, in which aspect?
69. What is the most important song for you? What is that song about? When
did you firstly hear this song? Why is that song so important for you?
70. Which place do you like to live, the forest, desert, or plain? Explain the
reasons for each place.
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71. Describe an experience when you asked help from others.
72. If you have a chance to choose your gender, which one would you choose?
Why?
73. Some believe that the students should do some part-time jobs or summer in-
terns to determine their future career. Do you agree or disagree with the opinion
and why? What would you do to your kid?
74. Describe some kind of skill that you’d like to learn most. Why? Do you want
to learn cooking? Do you want to learn skiing? Do you want to learn singing?
75. Some believe that the students should take a one-year break before attending
college. What is your opinion?
76. Describe some good news that made you happy and explain why.
77. When do you think people should retire? What can they do? Who can they
spend time with?
78. How do you always communicate with your partner? Is it good effective com-
munication? What happens if the communication is not good?
79. What lesson is the most important lesson in life? Love? Death? How can we
learn it?
80. Do you think the university education should be free? If it becomes free, what
may happen to the students, to parents, to the university, and to society?

D. Examples of Transcribing Speaking and Coding Writ-
ing

Example of transcribing speaking data (Grace)

1. Original data
I think I think [restart] (laughter) [unnecessary utterance] that TV influence [sin-
gular verb is not corrected.] me a lot because I watch TV everyday. That is my
hobby. I do not think that newspaper influence [singular verb is not corrected] me
a lot because I do not really like to read the newspaper. I I [restart or repetition]
think that the newsletter [repair] newspaper is really dirty so I do not want to
touch it. . .

2. Transcription
I think that TV influence me a lot because I watch TV everyday. That is my
hobby. I do not think that newspaper influence me a lot because I do not really
like to read the newspaper. I think that the newspaper is really dirty so I do not
want to touch it. . .

Example of coding writing data (Grace)

1. Original data
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Of course [incorrect punctuation] I have pressure. People who live on the Earth
have pressures [lexical error is not corrected]. . . ..Employees have much more pres-
sure because they [incomplete sentence] always afraid of being fired by their bosses.
Bosses have pressures, too. Because [misuse of conjunction] they need to have their
company better.

2. Coded data
Of course, I have pressure. People who live on the Earth have pressures. . . ..Employees
have much more pressure because they are always afraid of being fired by their
bosses. Bosses have pressures, too because they need to have their company better.
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